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Abstract
Node similarity measures quantify how similar a pair of nodes are in a network. These
similarity measures turn out to be an important fundamental tool for many real world ap-
plications such as link prediction in networks, recommender systems etc. An important
class of similarity measures are local similarity measures. Two nodes are considered sim-
ilar under local similarity measures if they have large overlap between their neighboring
set of nodes. Manipulating node similarity measures via removing edges is an important
problem. This type of manipulation, for example, hinders effectiveness of link prediction in
terrorists networks. Fortunately, all the popular computational problems formulated around
manipulating similarity measures turn out to be NP-hard. We, in this paper, provide fine
grained complexity results of these problems through the lens of parameterized complexity.
In particular, we show that some of these problems are fixed parameter tractable (FPT) with
respect to various natural parameters whereas other problems remain intractable (W[1]-hard
and W[2]-hard in particular). Finally we show the effectiveness of our proposed FPT algo-
rithms on real world datasets as well as synthetic networks generated using Barabasi-Albert
and Erdos-Renyi models.
1 Introduction
Analyzing social networks for uncovering hidden information has a wide range of applications in
artificial intelligence (see [SS02, OR02, WCZM07, CSW05] and references therein for a variety
of applications). One of the fundamental tools for social network analysis is the notion of a
node similarity measure in networks. A node similarity measure is a function which quantifies
the similarity between pairs of nodes of a given network. One such popular measures is the
Jaccard similarity. The Jaccard similarity between two nodes u and v is the ratio of the number
of common neighbors of u and v by the total number of nodes which are neighbor to at least
one of u or v. The Jaccard similarity measure belongs to a broad class of measures called local
similarity measures. A similarity measure is called local if the similarity between two nodes
depends only on their neighborhood (nodes which have an edge with at least one of the pair of
nodes).
One of the most useful applications of network similarity measures is link prediction — given
a network, predict the edges which are likely to be added in the network in future [AHCSZ06,
LNK07, WXWZ15, ZLZ09]. The link prediction problem has a variety of applications from
uncovering hidden links in a covert network [LAJS19] to recommendation systems [CLH05,
TJPR17, CD17].
Zhou et al. observed that the effectiveness of network similarity measures can be hampered
substantially using various kind of attacks, edge deletion (that is hiding some of the existing
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Problem Parameter Results
REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY
k W[1]-hard even for stars [Theorem 8]
|S| FPT [Theorem 3]
∆ O(2∆poly(n)) [Theorem 7]
δ para-NP-hard [Theorem 11]
ELIMINATING SIMILARITY
k
O(1.2738k + km) [Theorem 1],
2 approximation [Corollary 1],
2 − ε inapproximable under UGC [Corollary 2]
|S| FPT [Theorem 4]
∆ O(2∆poly(n)) [Theorem 6]
δ para-NP-hard [Corollary 3]
REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY
k W[2]-hard [Theorem 9]
|S| FPT [Theorem 5]
∆ para-NP-hard [Theorem 10]
δ para-NP-hard [Corollary 3]
Table 1: Summary of results. We denote the maximum degree and average of input graph by ∆
and δ respectively.
edges) for example [ZMW+19]. Indeed, they empirically showed that manipulation by deleting
edges affects the effectiveness of important similarity measures in real world and synthetically
generated networks. Fortunately, they showed that the computational task of manipulating any
such measure is NP-complete.
1.0.1 Motivation:
We abstract out the main computational challenge of manipulating any local similarity measure
into three purely graph theoretic problems which does not depend directly on the particular
similarity measures under consideration. Since the similarity between any two nodes decreases
(under manipulation via edge deletion) under any local metric only when the number of their
common neighbors decreases, the fundamental task in all our problems is to reduce the num-
ber of common neighbors of some given targeted pair of nodes. In our first problem, called
ELIMINATING SIMILARITY, the input consists of a graph, a set of targeted pairs of nodes, a set
C of edges which can be removed, and the maximum number k of edges that we can delete.
We need to compute if there exist k edges in C whose removal ensures that every pair of given
nodes has disjoint neighborhood. In some applications, covert networks for example, one may
sustain some small amount of similarity even between targeted pairs of nodes. This motivates
our second problem. In the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem, the input is the same as
ELIMINATING SIMILARITY. We are additionally given an integer t and we need to compute if
there exist k edges in C whose removal ensures that the sum of the number of common neigh-
bors in the targeted pairs of nodes is at most t. One can immediately observe that it may happen
that, although the sum of the number of common neighbors is reasonably small (compared with
the number of pairs given), for few targeted pairs, the number of common neighbors (and thus
similarity) could be high. We take care of this issue in the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY
problem. In this problem, the input is the same as the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem
but the goal is to find (if exists) a set of at most k edges in C whose removal ensures that the
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number of common neighbor between any targeted pair of nodes is at most t. The advantage
of abstracting out the network similarity manipulation problem into graph theoretic problems
is its universality. All our results, both algorithms and structural, apply uniformly for all local
similarity measures. Obviously, the generality is achieved at a cost: it may be possible to have
fine tuned specialized algorithms for specific similarity measures.
1.0.2 Contribution:
We study parameterized complexity of our problems and also derive few results on approxima-
tion algorithms for some of our problems as a by product of our techniques. We consider three
parameters: (i) the maximum number k of edges that can be removed, (ii) The number |S| of
pairs of nodes whose similarity we wish to reduce or eliminate, (iii) the maximum degree of any
vertex, and (iv) average degree of the graph. We exhibit FPT algorithms for all our problems
parameterized by |S|. Whereas, for the parameter k, we show that only the ELIMINATING SIMI-
LARITY problem admits an FPT algorithm; the other two problems are intractable with respect
to this parameter. We summarize our contribution in this paper in Table 1. We also show the
following results.
B Suppose, in the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem, there exists a set W of (important) ver-
tices such that the set S of pair of vertices between which we wish to eliminate similarity is
the set of all pair of vertices in W (that is, S = {{u, v} : u, v ∈W,u 6= v}). Then we show that
the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem is polynomial time solvable [Theorem 2].
B Experiments: We evaluate our proposed FPT algorithm on two synthetic and four real
datasets from different genres. We show that our FPT algorithms produce significantly better
results than some standard baselines. Moreover, our algorithms are efficient and significantly
faster than the baselines.
We observe that the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem is the hardest followed re-
spectively by REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY and ELIMINATING SIMILARITY.
2 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
2.1 Similarity Measures:
Let G = (V,E) be any undirected and unweighted graph. If not mentioned otherwise, we denote
the number of vertices and the number of edges by n and m respectively. For any vertex v ∈ V,
its neighborhood N(v) is defined to be the set of all vertices which shares an edge with v, that
is, we define N(v) = {u ∈ V : {u, v} ∈ E}. A similarity measure SIM of a graph G = (V,E)
is a function SIM : V × V −→ R>0. We usually do not talk about similarity of a vertex with
itself and thus, for convenience, we define SIM(v, v) = 0 for every v ∈ V. We call a similarity
function SIM local if, for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V, (i) SIM(u, v) depends only on N(u) and
N(v), (ii) SIM(u, v) = 0 if and only if N(u) ∩ N(v) = ∅. The popular Jaccard similarity is local:
The Jaccard similarity between u and v is SIM(u, v) = |N(u)∩N(v)|
|N(u)∪N(v)| . The Adamic/Adar index
is another important example of local similarity measure. Here, the similarity between two
nodes u and v is defined as SIM(u, v) =
∑
x∈N(u)∩N(v)
1
log |N(x)| . If we restrict ourselves to local
similarity measures, reducing similarity (by deleting edges) between two nodes under any local
similarity measure boils down to reducing their common neighbors. With this observation,
we define generic computational problems which captures the essence of the computational
challenge of reducing similarity between two nodes under any local similarity measure.
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2.2 Problem Definition
In first problem, we are given a set of pairs of nodes and we need to compute the set of minimum
number of edges whose removal ensures that there is no common neighbor between any of the
given pair of nodes.
Definition 1 (ELIMINATING SIMILARITY). Given a graph G = (V,E), a target set S = {{x,y}|x ∈
V,y ∈ V} of pairs of vertices, a subset C ⊆ E of candidate edges which can be deleted, and an
integer k denoting the maximum number of edges that can be deleted, compute if there exists a
subset F ⊆ C such that |F| 6 k and no pair of vertices in S has any common neighbor in the graph
G \ F. We denote an arbitrary instance of this problem by (G, S,C,k).
We generalize the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem where the goal is to compute the small-
est set of edges such that the sum of the number of common neighbors in the given pairs of
vertices is below some threshold. Formally, it is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY). Given a graph G = (V,E), a target set S =
{{x,y}|x ∈ V,y ∈ V} of pairs of vertices, a subset C ⊆ E of candidate edges which can be re-
moved, an integer k denoting the maximum number of edges that can be deleted, and an integer
t denoting the target sum of number of common neighbors between vertices in S, compute if there
exists a subset F ⊆ C such that |F| 6 k and sum of number of common neighbors between pairs of
vertices in S is at most t in the graph G \ F. We denote an arbitrary instance of this problem by
(G, S,C,k, t).
In a solution to the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem, it may be possible that, although
the sum of common neighbors between given pairs of vertices is below some threshold, there
exist pairs of vertices in the given set which still share many neighbors. In the REDUCING
MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem defined below, the goal is to minimize the maximum overlap
between neighbors.
Definition 3 (REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY). Given a graph G = (V,E), a target set S =
{{x,y}|x ∈ V,y ∈ V} of pairs of vertices, a subset C ⊆ E of candidate edges which can be deleted, an
integer k denoting the maximum number of edges that can be deleted, and an integer t denoting
the target maximum of number of common neighbors between vertices in S, compute if there exists
a subset F ⊆ C such that |F| 6 k and the number of common neighbors between every pair of
vertices in S is at most t in the graph G \ F. We denote an arbitrary instance of this problem by
(G, S,C,k, t).
The following complexity theoretic relationship among our problems is straight forward.
Proposition 1. ELIMINATING SIMILARITY polynomial time many-to-one reduces to REDUCING TO-
TAL SIMILARITY. ELIMINATING SIMILARITY polynomial time many-to-one reduces to REDUCING
MAXIMUM SIMILARITY.
If not mentioned otherwise, we use k to denote the number of edges that we are allowed to
remove, S to denote the target set.
2.3 Parameterized complexity
A parameterized problem Π is a subset of Γ∗ × N, where Γ is a finite alphabet. A central notion
is fixed parameter tractability (FPT) which means, for a given instance (x,k), solvability in time
f(k) · p(|x|), where f is an arbitrary function of k and p is a polynomial in the input size |x|.
There exists a hierarchy of complexity classes above FPT, and showing that a parameterized
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problem is hard for one of these classes is considered evidence that the problem is unlikely to
be fixed-parameter tractable. The main classes in this hierarchy are: FPT ⊆ W[1] ⊆ W[2] ⊆
· · · ⊆W[P] ⊆ XP. We now define the notion of parameterized reduction [CFK+15].
Definition 4. LetA,B be parameterized problems. We say thatA is fpt-reducible to B if there exist
functions f,g : N→ N, a constant α ∈ N and an algorithm Φ which transforms an instance (x,k)
of A into an instance (x ′,g(k)) of B in time f(k)|x|α so that (x,k) ∈ A if and only if (x ′,g(k)) ∈ B.
To show W-hardness, it is enough to give a parameterized reduction from a known hard
problem.
3 Algorithmic Results
In this section, we present our polynomial time and FPT algorithms. Our first result shows that
the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem is fixed parameter tractable parameterized by the number
k of edges that we are allowed to delete. In the interest of space, we omit few proofs. We mark
them with (?).
Theorem 1. There exists an algorithm for the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem which runs in
time O(1.2738k + km).
Proof. Let (G = (V,E), S,C,k) be an arbitrary instance of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY. For every
pair {x,y} ∈ S and every u ∈ V with {{u, x}, {u,y}} ∈ E, if |{{u, x}, {u,y}} ∩ C| = 0, then we
output NO; if |{{u, x}, {u,y}} ∩ C| = 1 and k > 1, then we remove the edge {{u, x}, {u,y}} ∩ C and
decrease k by 1. If no pair of vertices in S have common neighbor in the current graph, then
we output YES. Otherwise let us assume without loss of generality that, in the current instance
(G = (V,E), S,C,k), for every pair {x,y} ∈ S and every u ∈ V with {{u, x}, {u,y}} ∈ E, we have
{{u, x}, {u,y}} ⊆ C.
We now reduce the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY instance to a VERTEX COVER (G′ = (V′,E′),k′).
We have V′ = {ve : e ∈ E}. For any two vertices ve, vf ∈ V′, we have an edge between them
in G′, that is {ve, vf} ∈ E′, if there exist vertices a,b, c ∈ V such that e = {a,b}, f = {b, c}, and
{a, c} ∈ S. We define k′ = k. We now claim that (G, S,C,k) is a YES instance of ELIMINATING
SIMILARITY if and only if (G′,k′) is a YES instance of VERTEX COVER.
Let (G, S,C,k) be a YES instance of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY. Then there exists a subset
F ⊆ E of edges in G with |F| 6 k such that no pair of vertices in S has a common neighbor in
G \ F. We claim that W = {ve : e ∈ F} is a vertex cover of G′. Suppose not, then there exists at
least one edge {ve, vf} ∈ E′ which W does not cover. Then, by the construction of G′, we have
three vertices a,b, c ∈ V such that e = {a,b}, f = {b, c}, and {a, c} ∈ S. This contradicts our
assumption that no pair of vertices in S has a common neighbor in G \ F. Hence W forms a
vertex cover of G′. Moreover the size of W is k which is same as k′. Hence the VERTEX COVER
instance is a YES instance.
For the other direction, let (G′,k′) is a YES instance of VERTEX COVER. Then there exists a
vertex cover W ⊆ V′ of G′ of size at most k′. Let us define F = {e ∈ E : ve ∈ W}. We claim
that there is no pair of vertices in S which has a common neighbor in G \F. Suppose otherwise,
then there exists a pair {a, c} ∈ S which has a common neighbor b ∈ V in G \ F. However, this
implies that W does not cover the edge {v{a,b}, v{b,c}} in G′ which is a contradiction.
We now describe our FPT algorithm. We first pre-process any instance (G = (V,E), S,C,k)
of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY and ensure that for every pair {x,y} ∈ S and every u ∈ V with
{{u, x}, {u,y}} ∈ E, we have {{u, x}, {u,y}} ⊆ C. We then construct a corresponding instance
(G′,k′) of VERTEX COVER as described above. We then compute a vertex cover W (if it exists)
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of (G′,k′) and output the corresponding set of edges of G to be removed. If the vertex cover
instance is a NO instance, then we output NO. We observe that the number of vertices in the
vertex cover instance is the same as the number of edges of the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY in-
stance. Now the claimed running time of our algorithm follows from the fact that there is an
algorithm for the VERTEX COVER problem which runs in time O(1.2738k + kn) where n is the
number of vertices in the VERTEX COVER instance and k is the size of the vertex cover we are
seeking [CKX06].
In the proof of Theorem 1, we exhibit aN approximation preserving reduction from ELIMI-
NATING SIMILARITY to VERTEX COVER. Since VERTEX COVER admits a 2 factor polynomial time
approximation algorithm (see for example [Vaz01]), we obtain the following result as an im-
mediate corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. There exists a polynomial time algorithm for optimizing k in the ELIMINATING SIMI-
LARITY problem within a factor of 2.
We next show that the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem is polynomial time solvable if there
exists a subset W ⊆ V of vertices such that the set S of given pairs is {{u, v} : u, v ∈W,u 6= v}.
Theorem 2. Suppose, in the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem, there exists a setW of (important)
vertices such that the set S of pair of vertices between which we wish to eliminate similarity is the
set of all pair of vertices in W (that is, S = {{u, v} : u, v ∈ W,u 6= v}). Then the ELIMINATING
SIMILARITY problem is polynomial time solvable.
Proof. Let G = (V,E) be the input graph. We build the solution X (set of edges to be removed)
iteratively. The set X is initialized to ∅. For every vertex u ∈ V\W, we put all the edges between
u and every vertex in W except one edge in X. Let M be a maximum matching of G[W]. We put
all the edges in E[W] \ M in X where E[W] is the set of edges in G with both end points in W.
If the size of X exceeds the number k of edges that we are allowed to delete, then we output
NO. Otherwise we output YES with X being a set of at most k edges whose deletion removes
similarity between every pair of vertices in W. Clearly any solution would remove at least |X|
number of edges otherwise either there will be a vertex in u ∈ V \ W which has edges to at
least 2 vertices in W (which is a contradiction) or there will be an induced path of length 2 in
G[W] (which again is a contradiction since there exists pair of vertices in W having common
neighbor). Hence, if the algorithm outputs NO, the instance is indeed a NO instance. On the
other hand, if the algorithm outputs YES, it discovers a set of at most k edges whose removal
ensures that no pair of vertices in W has any common neighbor. This concludes the correctness
of the algorithm.
We next focus on the parameter |S|. We use the following result by Lenstra to design our
FPT algorithms.
Lemma 1 (Lenstra’s Theorem [CFK+15]). There is an algorithm for computing a feasible as well
as an optimal solution of an integer linear program which is fixed parameter tractable parameter-
ized by the number of variables.
We first consider the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem.
Theorem 3. The REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem parameterized by |S| has a fixed parame-
ter tractable algorithm.
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Proof. Let (G = (V,E), S,C,k) be an arbitrary instance of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY. For every
pair {x,y} ∈ S and every u ∈ V with {{u, x}, {u,y}} ∈ E, if |{{u, x}, {u,y}} ∩ C| = 0, then we
output NO; if |{{u, x}, {u,y}} ∩ C| = 1 and k > 1, then we remove the edge {{u, x}, {u,y}} ∩ C and
decrease k by 1. If no pair of vertices in S have common neighbor in the current graph, then
we output YES. Otherwise let us assume without loss of generality that, in the current instance
(G = (V,E), S,C,k), for every pair {x,y} ∈ S and every u ∈ V with {{u, x}, {u,y}} ∈ E, we have
{{u, x}, {u,y}} ⊆ C.
For two vertices u and v of G, we say that u and v are of “same type” if we have the following
— for every pair {x,y} ∈ S of vertices in S, u is a common neighbor of x and y if and only if v is
a common neighbor of x and y. Since |S| = `, we observe that there can be at most 2` different
types of vertices in G since types are in one-to-one correspondence with the power set 2S of S.
Let T = {µ(X) : X ⊆ S} be the set of all types in G. For each type µ(X) ∈ T, let n(X) be the
number of vertices of type µ(X) in G— we observe that n(X) can be computed in polynomial
time from the given graph G for every type µ(X) ∈ T. Let v be any vertex in G of type µ(X) ∈ T.
We observe that the vertex v can “participate” in any optimal solution in only 4|X| possible ways:
for each pair {x,y} ∈ X such that the vertex v is a common neighbor of both x and y, exactly
one of the following 4 events happen – (i) both the edges {v, x} and {v,y} belong to the optimal
set of edges (call it optimal solution), (ii) only {v, x} belongs to the optimal solution, (iii) only
{v,y} belongs to the optimal solution, and (iv) none of {v, x} and {v,y} belong to the optimal
solution. So vertex of each type µ(X) ∈ T can “participate” in the optimal solution in at most
4|X| ways; we abstractly define the set of all possible ways of participation of vertices of type
µ(X) by P(X). We will now formulate the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem using an integer
linear program (ILP). For each type µ(X) ∈ T and each participation type P ∈ P(X), let the
variable Z(X;P) denote the number of vertices of type µ(X) which participate in the optimal
solution like P. We use the variable Y({x,y}) in ILP to denote the number of common neighbors
of x and y for {x,y} ∈ S after removing the optimal set of edges. For each type µ(X) and every
participation P ∈ P(X), let λ(X,P) denote the number of edges which gets removed in P; λ(X,P)
is a polynomial time computable fixed (depends on the input graph G only) quantity. We write
the following ILP. ∑
{x,y}∈S
Y({x,y}) 6 t (1)
∑
µ(X)∈T,P∈P(X)
λ(X,P)Z(X;P) 6 k (2)
∑
P∈P(X)
Z(X;P) = n(X), ∀X ∈ T (3)
Y({x,y}) =
∑
µ(X)∈T,{x,y}∈X
n(X)−
∑
P∈P(X), at least
one edge on x or y
gets removed in P
Z(X;P) ∀{x,y} ∈ S (4)
Inequality (1) along with Inequality (4) ensure that the sum of the number of common
neighbors between pairs of vertices in S is at most t. Inequality (2) ensures that the number
of edges deleted is at most k. From the discussion above, it follows that the REDUCING TOTAL
SIMILARITY instance is a YES instance if and only if the above ILP is feasible. Since the number
of variables is O(`2`4`) = O(`8`), the result follows from Lemma 1.
Due to Proposition 1, Theorem 3 immediately gives us the following corollary.
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Theorem 4. The ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem parameterized by |S| has a fixed parameter
tractable algorithm.
Also the idea of Theorem 3 can be analogously used to obtain a fixed parameter tractable
algorithm for the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem.
Theorem 5. The REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem parameterized by |S| has a fixed pa-
rameter tractable algorithm.
Proof. We replace Inequality (1) with the following two inequalities. The rest of the argument
is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.
Γ 6 t
Y({x,y}) 6 Γ ∀{x,y} ∈ S
We next consider maximum degree of any node as our parameter. We show that REDUCING
MAXIMUM SIMILARITY admits an FPT algorithm with respect to maximum degree as parameter.
Theorem 6. There is an algorithm for the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem with running
time O(2∆poly(n)) where ∆ is the maximum degree of the input graph.
Proof. Let (G = (V,E), S,C,k, t) be an arbitrary instance of REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY.
For each pair {x,y} ∈ S, we observe that x and y can have at most ∆ common neighbors.
Let NE(x) and NE(y) be the set of edges incident on respectively x and y. Then we have
|NE(x) ∪ NE(y)| 6 2∆. Suppose V = {vj : j ∈ [n]} and for i ∈ [n], we define Vi = {vj : j ∈ [i]}
and Gi = G[Vi]. We now describe a dynamic programming based algorithm. Our dynamic
programming table T is a Boolean table indexed by the set {(i,k′, t′) : i ∈ [n],k′ ∈ [k], t′ = [t]}.
We define T(i,k′, t′) to be TRUE if and only if there exists a set Fi ⊆ E[Gi] of k′ edges whose
removal from G makes the total number of common neighbor in Vi between pairs of vertices
in S to be at most t′. Formally, T(i,k′, t′) = true if and only if ∃Fi ⊆ E[Gi], |Fi| 6 k′ such
that
∑
{x,y}∈SN(x) ∩ N(y) ∩ V′i 6 t′ in G \ Fi. We initialize the table entries T(1,k′, t′) to be
FALSE for every k′ ∈ [k] and t′ ∈ [t] and initialize T(1,k′, 0) to be TRUE for every k′ ∈ [k]. To
update an entry T(i,k′, t′), we guess the edges incident on vi that will be part of an optimal
solution. Formally, we update T(i,k′, t′) as follows. For any X ⊆ N(vi), we define Γ(X, vi) to be
|{{x,y} ∈ S : x ∈ X or y ∈ X}|.
T(i,k′, t′) =
∨
X⊆N(vi)
T
(
i− 1,k′ − |X|, t′ − Γ(X, vi)
)
For convenience, we define the logical OR of no variables to be FALSE. We output that the
REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY instance is a YES instance if and only if T(n,k, t) is TRUE. The
correctness of our algorithm is immediate from our dynamic programming formulation and
update rule. We observe that our dynamic programming table has nkt entries each of which can
be updated in O(2∆poly(n)) time. Hence the running time of our algorithm is O(2∆poly(n)).
Due to Proposition 1, Theorem 6 immediately implies existence of an FPT algorithm for the
ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem parameterized by the maximum degree ∆ of the graph.
Theorem 7. There is an algorithm for the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem with running time
O(2∆poly(n)) where ∆ is the maximum degree of the input graph.
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4 Hardness Results
In this section we present our algorithmic hardness results. We begin with showing that the
REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem isW[1]-hard parameterized by the number k of edges that
we are allowed to delete even for star graphs. For that, we present an fpt-reduction from the
PARTIAL VERTEX COVER problem parameterized by budget to the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY
problem. The PARTIAL VERTEX COVER problem is defined as follows.
Definition 5 (PARTIAL VERTEX COVER). Given a graph G and two integers k and s, compute if
there exist k vertices which cover at least s edges. We denote an arbitrary instance of PARTIAL
VERTEX COVER by (G,k, s).
We know that the PARTIAL VERTEX COVER problem parameterized by the number k of ver-
tices that we are allowed to choose is W[1]-hard [CFK+15].
Theorem 8. The REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem parameterized by k is W[1]-hard even for
stars.
Proof. We exhibit an fpt-reduction from PARTIAL VERTEX COVER parameterized by the number
of vertices that we are allowed to the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY problem parameterized
by k. Let (G = (V,E),k, s) be an arbitrary instance of PARTIAL VERTEX COVER. We construct
an instance (G′ = (V′,E′), S,C,k′, t) of REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY as follows. Let m be the
number of edges in G.
V′ = {uv : v ∈ V} ∪ {r}
E′ = {{r,ux}, {r,uy} : {x,y} ∈ E}
S = {{ux,uy} : {x,y} ∈ E}
C = E′,k′ = k, t = m− s
We observe that the number of pairs in S is m. Also, every pair of vertices in S has exactly
one common neighbor namely r. We claim that the PARTIAL VERTEX COVER instance is a YES
instance if and only if the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY instance is a YES instance.
In one direction, let us assume that the PARTIAL VERTEX COVER instance is a YES instance.
Let W ⊆ V be a subset of vertices which covers at least s edges of G. Then the set F = {{r,uv} :
v ∈ W} ⊆ E′ of edges makes the common neighborhood of every pair in {{ux,uy} : {x,y} ∈
E, x ∈ W or y ∈ W} empty. Since W covers at least s edges in G, it follows that the sum of
number of common neighbors between vertices in S in G \ F is at most m − s and thus the
REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY instance is a YES instance.
On the other direction, let us assume that the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY instance is a YES
instance. Let F ⊆ E′ be a set of edges such that the sum of the number of common neighbors
between vertices in S in G \ F is at most m − s. Let us consider W = {v ∈ V : {r,uv} ∈ F} ⊆ V.
It follows that F covers every edge in {{x,y} ∈ E : {r,ux} ∈ F or {r,uy} ∈ F} which has at least s
edges since the sum of number of common neighbors between vertices in S in G \ F is at most
m− s. Hence the PARTIAL VERTEX COVER instance is a YES instance.
Since the above reduction is an fpt-reduction, the result follows.
In the proof of Theorem 8, we also exhibit an approximation preserving reduction from
VERTEX COVER (set s = m) to the optimization version of the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem
where the goal is to remove a minimum number of edges. Since VERTEX COVER is known to
be inapproximable within factor (2 − ε) for any ε > 0 in polynomial time under Unique Games
Conjecture (UGC), we immediately have the following corollary (see [Vaz01] for example).
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Corollary 2. For every ε > 0, there does not exist any polynomial time algorithm for approximat-
ing k for the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem within a factor of (2 − ε) unless UGC fails.
We next show that the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem is W[2]-hard parameterized
by k. Towards that, we use the a specialization of the set cover problem where every element
of the universe appears in the same number of sets. We first show that the set cover problem
with this assumption still continues to be W[2]-hard and then present an FPT-reduction from it
to our problem.
Definition 6 (UNIFORM SET COVER). Given an universe U, a collection D ⊆ 2U of subsets of U
such that every element u ∈ U appears in the same number of sets in S, and a budget b, compute
if there exists a sub-collection W ⊆ D such that (i) |W| 6 b and (ii) ∪A∈WA = U. We denote an
arbitrary instance of UNIFORM SET COVER by (U,D,b).
The SET COVER problem is the same as the UNIFORM SET COVER problem except the fact
that elements in the universe U can belong to any number of sets in S in SET COVER. It is known
that the SET COVER problem parameterized by b is W[2]-hard [CFK+15].
Proposition 2. The UNIFORM SET COVER problem parameterized by b is W[2]-hard.
Proof. We exhibit an fpt-reduction from SET COVER to UNIFORM SET COVER. Let (U,D,b) be
an instance of SET COVER. Without loss of generality, we assume that, for every element u ∈ U,
there exists a set X ∈ D such that u ∈ X. We construct the following instance (U′,D′,b′) of
UNIFORM SET COVER. For any element u ∈ U, let fu be the number of sets in D where u belongs
and |D| = `.
U′ = U
D′ = D ∪u∈U unionmulti`i=fu{{u}}
b′ = b
The equivalence of the two instances are straight forward and we defer its proof to the full
version of the paper.
We now prove that REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY is W[2]-hard parameterized by the
number k of vertices that we are allowed to delete. For that, we exhibit an fpt-reduction from
the UNIFORM SET COVER problem parameterized by the budget to the REDUCING MAXIMUM
SIMILARITY problem parameterized by k.
Theorem 9. The REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem parameterized by k is W[2]-hard even
for bipartite graphs of radius 2.
Proof. We exhibit an fpt-reduction from UNIFORM SET COVER to REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILAR-
ITY. Let (U, S,b) be an arbitrary instance of UNIFORM SET COVER. Let f be the number of sets
that every element in U belongs. We consider the following instance (G = (V,E), S,C,k, t) of
REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY.
V = {r} ∪ {xu : u ∈ U} ∪ {yD : D ∈ D}
E = {{r,yD} : D ∈ D} ∪ {{xu,yD} : u ∈ D}
S = {{r, xu} : u ∈ U}
C = E′,k = b, t = f− 1
We claim that the UNIFORM SET COVER instance is a YES instance if and only if the REDUCING
MAXIMUM SIMILARITY instance is a YES instance.
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In one direction, let us assume that the UNIFORM SET COVER instance is a YES instance. Let
W ⊆ D forms a set cover for U and |W| 6 b. We claim that F = {{r,yD} : D ∈ W} ⊆ E′ is
a solution for the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY instance. To see this, we consider any pair
{r, xu} ∈ S. By the definition of f, there are f common neighbors of r and xu in G. Since W
forms a set cover, the number of common neighbors of r and xu in G \ F is at most f − 1. We
also have |F| 6 b = k. This proves that the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY instance is a YES
instance.
On the other direction, let us assume that the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY instance is a
YES instance. Let F ⊆ E′ be a set of edges such that (i) |F| 6 k and (ii) the number of common
neighbors in every pair of vertices in S is at most t = f − 1. We consider the sub-collection
W = {D ∈ D : {r,yD} ∈ F or {xu,yD} ∈ F for some u ∈ U} ⊆ D. Since |F| 6 k, we have
|W| 6 |F| 6 k = b. We claim that W forms a set cover for U. Suppose not, then there exists an
element u ∈ U that is not covered by W. Then the number of common neighbors of r and xu in
G \ F is f which is a contradiction. Hence the UNIFORM SET COVER instance is a YES instance.
Since the above reduction is an fpt-reduction, the result follows.
Our last result of this section is that the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem is para-
NP-hard parameterized by the maximum degree ∆ of the graph. For that, we use the well known
result that the VERTEX COVER problem is NP-complete even for 3 regular graphs [GJS74].
Theorem 10. The REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem is NP-complete even if the degree of
every vertex in the input graph is at most 7.
Proof. The REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY problem is clearly in NP. To prove NP-hardness,
we reduce from an arbitrary instance (G = (V,E),k) of VERTEX COVER on 3-regular graph. We
construct the following instance (G′ = (V′,E′), S,C,k′, t) of REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY.
V′ = {xu,yu : u ∈ U}
E′ = {{xu, xv}, {xu,yv}, {xv,yu} : {u, v} ∈ E}
∪ {{xu,yu} : u ∈ V}
S = {{yu,yv} : {u, v} ∈ E}
C = E′
k′ = k, t = 1
We now claim that the two instances are equivalent. Since the degree of every vertex in G is 3,
it follows that the degree of any vertex in G′ is at most 7. In one direction let us assume that
the VERTEX COVER instance is a YES instance. Let W ⊆ V be a vertex cover of cardinality k. We
claim that, after removing every edge in the set F = {{xw,yw} : w ∈W}, the number of common
neighbors between every pair of vertices in S is at most 1. Suppose not, then there exists a pair
{yu,yv} which has at least 2 neighbors in G′ \ F. Then, it follows that both {xu,yu} /∈ F and
{xv,yv} /∈ F. However this implies that W does not cover the edge {u, v} in G which contradicts
our assumption that W is a vertex cover for G. Hence the REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY
instance is a YES instance.
For the other direction, let us assume that there exists a subset F ⊆ E′ of edges in G′ such
that, in G′ \ F, the number of common neighbors between every pair of vertices in S is at
most 1. Let us consider a subset W = {w ∈ V : an edge incident on xw belongs to F}. Since
|F| 6 k′ = k, we have |W| 6 k. We claim that W forms a vertex cover for G. Suppose not, then
there exists an edge {u, v} ∈ E which the set W does not cover. Then it follows that the both
xu and xv are common neighbor of the pair {yu,yv} of vertices. However, this contradicts our
assumption about F. Hence W forms a vertex cover for G and the VERTEX COVER instance is a
YES instance.
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Figure 1: Time taken by different algorithms: Our algorithm FPTA outperforms other baselines
in terms of efficiency.
We finally consider the average degree δ of the graph as our parameter. We show that
ELIMINATING SIMILARITY is para-NP-hard parameterized by δ.
Theorem 11. The ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem is para-NP-hard parameterized by average
degree δ of the input graph.
Proof. We reduce any instance of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY to another instance of ELIMINATING
SIMILARITY where, in the reduced instance, the average degree is constant. Let Π = (G =
(V,E), S,C,k) be an arbitrary instance of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY. We consider the following
instance Π′ = (G′ = (V′,E′), S′,C′,k′) of ELIMINATING SIMILARITY. Let |V| = n and v be an
arbitrary vertex of G.
V′ = V ∪ {wi : i ∈ [n2]}
E′ = E ∪ {{wi,wi+1} : i ∈ [n2 − 1]} ∪ {{v,w1}}
S′ = S,C′ = C,k′ = k
We observe that the average degree of G′ is at most 2n
2
n2+n
6 2. We now claim that the two
instances are equivalent. In one direction, if F ⊆ E is a solution for Π then F is a solution for Π′
too. On the other hand, if F′ ⊆ E′ is a solution for Π′, then F′ ∩ E is a solution for Π too.
Due to Proposition 1, we immediately have the following from Theorem 11.
Corollary 3. Both the REDUCING TOTAL SIMILARITY and REDUCING MAXIMUM SIMILARITY prob-
lems are para-NP-hard parameterized by average degree δ of the input graph.
5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our FPT algorithm in Theorem 1 using real and
synthetic networks. We call our solution as FPTA. We implement our solutions in python and
executed on a 3.30GHz Intel core with 30 GB RAM.
Dataset Type |V | |E|
power Power 662 1.5k
hamsterster Social 2.4k 16.6k
euroroad Road 1.1k 1.4k
web-edu Web 3k 6.4k
Table 2: Description of Datasets
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Figure 2: Synthetic Graphs: Time taken by different algorithms: Our algorithm FPTA outper-
forms other baselines in terms of efficiency.
Datasets: We use synthetic graphs from two well-studied models: (a) Barabasi-Albert
(BA) [BA99] and (b) Erdos-Renyi (ER) [ER]. While the BA model has “small-world” property
and scale free degree distribution, ER does not have any of these properties. We generate both
the datasets of one thousand vertices (dataset of similar size as in [ZMW+19]) and approxi-
mately two thousands edges. The real world datasets consist of four different genres: Web,
social, road and power networks. Table 2 shows the statistics. The datasets are available on-
line1.
Baselines: We compare our algorithm (FPTA) with two baselines. Note that our algorithm
produces optimal results. (1) Greedy: Our first baseline is the greedy baseline. It selects an
edge in each iteration which decreases a maximum number of common neighbors between the
given pairs of nodes and removes it from the graph. (2) Random: It iteratively selects a ran-
dom edge to delete until every given pair vertices have disjoint neighborhood. The performance
metric of these algorithms is the number of edges being deleted to remove similarity for all the
given pairs. Hence, the quality is better when the number of edges is lower.
In the experiments, we choose the target pairs (S) randomly from all the pairs of vertices.
The size of S is varied depending of the size and nature of the datasets.
Theorem 1 shows that an FPT algorithm for ELIMINATING SIMILARITY parameterized by
the number of edges that we are allowed to delete. Thus our algorithm always outputs a
minimum set of edges. However, we evaluate the efficiency of our method in terms of both
quality and running time. Table 3 shows the results varying |S| (the number of target pairs) on
four different real datasets. The results in synthetic graphs also have similar trend. The optimal
set of edges are quite low compared to the Random baseline. We also find that the greedy
algorithm also produces nearly optimal results. However it is quite time consuming. We show
the results regarding the time taken by differnet algorithms in Figure 1 (real graphs) and Figure
2 (synthetic graphs). The Y-axis is in logarithmic scale. In all six datasets, the time taken by our
algorithm FPTA is at least two order faster. The most time consuming algorithm is the greedy
algorithm. While Random is faster than Greedy, it produces much worse results compared to
FPTA (Table 3).
We visualize the performance of the FPTA on the Karate2 network. Figure 3 presents the
visualization.
6 Related Work
Zhou et al. initiated the study of the problem of attacking node based similarity measures via
edge removal [ZMW+19]. The authors proved that the problems based on local and global
1http://networkrepository.com
2http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata/
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Graph |S| FPTA Random
Social
10 2 4k
30 9 10k
50 14 13k
Power
200 3 803
300 7 1.3k
400 11 1.5k
Web
200 2 2.3k
300 7 4.3k
400 12 6.3k
Road
200 3 400
400 4 623
600 6 700
Table 3: Comparison for the number of edges produced by FPTA and Random.
Figure 3: Eliminating total similarity on the Newman’s Karate network. The black nodes are
not part of the target pairs, S. Among the rest, the same color ones form pair. The instance has
4 pairs (|S = 4|). After removal of b = 6 dashed (red) edges the total similarity among the pairs
in S is removed.
structural similarities are NP-hard and provided some heuristics. However, we focus on the pa-
rameterized complexity of this problem and its variations. Our work is also related to studying
vulnerability of social network analysis (SNA). Attacking against centrality measures via edge
manipulation had been studied in the past [WMRW17, DM19]. These papers show that it is
computationally hard to hide for a leader inside a covert network. Waniek et al. [WZV+18]
and Yu et al. [YZF+18] recently discussed the problem of hiding or anonymizing links on net-
works. Similarly, measuring network robustness via network modification is also a well studied
problem. Laishram et al. [LSER+18] formulated network resilience in terms of the stability of
k-cores against deletion of random nodes/edges. Other work [ZZQ+17, MMSS19] discussed a
related problem which was to find b vertices such that their deletion reduces the k-core maxi-
mally. Zhu et al. studied this problem via edge deletion [ZCWL18].
All the above problems are in the category of manipulating network structure to opti-
mize for certain objective. There is another line of related work concerning network de-
sign. Paik et al. first initiated this line of work by studying several network design prob-
lems based on vertex upgradation to decrease the delays on adjacent edges [PS95]. Since
then these problems have received a significant amount of research attention. Meyerson
et al. designed algorithms for the minimization of shortest path distances [MT09]. A se-
ries of recent work [LM15, DLG11, MBS18, MVRS18] studied the problem of minimizing
the shortest path distance by improving edge or node weights. Another related line of re-
search work concern the problem of increasing the centrality of a node or a set of nodes by
adding edges [CDSV15, IETB12, MSS+18]. Boosting or containing diffusion processes in net-
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works were investigated under different well-known diffusion models such as Linear Threshold
[KDS14] and Independent Cascade [KSM08, CRRB12].
7 Conclusion
We have proposed three graph theoretic problems and argued that they capture the main com-
putational challenge of attacking local similarity measures. We have studied these problems in
parameterized complexity framework. We have considered the number of edges that we are al-
lowed to delete and the number of targeted pairs of nodes as our parameters and shown either
existence of FPT algorithm or parameterized intractability for them. We have also exhibited
polynomial time algorithm for the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY problem in an important special
case. We finally establish effectiveness of our FPT algorithm for the ELIMINATING SIMILARITY
problem in real and synthetic data sets. An important future direction of research is to study
kernelization techniques for these problems. The authors are not aware of any kernelization
based work in social network analysis and believe that kernels would be useful in practice.
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